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September 11, 2016 Grinder Pump Breakdown

• On September 11, 2016 Dave and Jill Markham and their 2 children 
had their grinder pump breakdown during a power outage

• They called the Weston & Sampson* emergency response line and a 
Weston & Sampson technician came out and provided a repair.

* Weston & Sampson is the company which provides service through the Chelmsford Grinder Pump Maintenance Program



In the summer of 2017 the 
Markham’s realized that they were
being charged for the Sep 11, 2016
grinder pump failure when they 
received a bill from the sewer 
department. When they 
questioned the sewer department
they were provided this letter 
which the sewer department 
claims was mailed in December 
2016 but which the Markham’s 
had not received in their mail. 
When they did see this letter in 
the summer of 2017 they 
immediately protested this charge
of $1064.67 plus what was then 
accrued interest of $116.98



This Weston & Sampson
Grinder Repair Report was 
the attached description of 
the grinder pump breakdown. 
It was fundamentally flawed
as will be explained in the
following slides



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The Markham’s Northstar generator  is always operating in 240V mode. Because It does NOT have a 120V / 240V
mode selector switch it is impossible to set this generator to 120V as described by the grinder repair report. The problem
was that the Weston & Sampson technician never looked at the generator at all when he came to repair the grinder pump.



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

This generator has independent 30A, reset only, push button circuit breakers on each leg of power for the 
AC 120/240V output receptacle *. These circuit breakers will prevent an overload of the generator thereby
protecting the generator and the loads. On Sep 11, 2016 a failure in the grinder pump caused one of these circuit breakers
to pop open. While talking with the Weston & Sampson tech on the phone the homeowner reset the popped breaker and
reported to the tech that the generator was now operating at 240V. The Weston & Sampson tech mistakenly thought that 
the homeowner had originally set the generator to 120V operation and then subsequently changed the mode to 240V 
operation, which was an impossibility. The town’s basis for damage to the pump was based on the fundamentally flawed
Weston & Sampson grinder repair report and is therefore also fundamentally flawed.

* See appendix for wiring diagram



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

This Northstar 8000W generator is a high quality generator selling for over $1500

This generator’s 8000 Starting Watts  exceeds the E/one 
recommended 6500 Starting Watts

This generator has AVR (Automatic Voltage Regulation)

This generator has overload protection

This generator has THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) < 5%

This generator does not have the auto-idle feature which
which E/one has identified as a potential problem.
https://www.upperprovidence.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/74

This generator is a recommended buy by consumer reports 

https://www.upperprovidence.org/DocumentCenter/Home/View/74


Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The 10 gauge 4 wire 120/240V power cable was ordered through the  manufacturer (Northstar) and meets the 
Manufacturer requirement which specifies that the cable should be less than 60 ft.

Cable length = 43 ft
Cable gauge = 10 gauge



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The generator receptacle was installed by licensed electrician Arthur Pesaturo Jr. 



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The generator interlock switch with power meters
was installed by licensed electrician Arthur Pesaturo Jr.  



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The generator interlock instructions were
affixed by licensed  electrician Arthur Pesaturo Jr.  

The critical branch circuits to be turned on in a power 
outage were marked with a blue star by licensed  electrician 
Arthur Pesaturo Jr.  All circuit breakers have been tested in
both the off and on position

Garage Fridge

Grinder pump

Heating System
Fridge



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

The total load on the generator on Sep 11, 2016 meets the generator’s starting watts  rating . 
The TV room branch circuit  has 347 Watts of lighting available but these were not in use at the time of this breakdown due  
To midday sunlight. Even if these had been in use the breakdown would meet the generator’s  starting watts rating.

Garage Fridge

Grinder pump

TV Room

Fridge

Grinder pump starting watts      6500 W (specified)
Kitchen Fridge running watts 450 W (measured)
Garage Fridge running watts 483 W (measured)
TV/stereo/cable box watts         173 W (measured)
Telephone answering machine watts 2 W (measured)
Portable phone charger 2 W (measured)
TV room lighting of 347 Watts 0 W 

Total Starting watts required        7610 W

Generator Starting Watts 8000 W

STARTING WATTS POWER BREAKDOWN



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

Garage Fridge

Grinder pump

TV Room

Fridge

Grinder pump running watts       1200 W (specified)
Kitchen Fridge running watts 450 W (measured)
Garage Fridge running watts 483 W (measured)
TV/stereo/cable box watts         173 W (measured)
Telephone answering machine watts 2 W (measured)
Portable phone charger 2 W (measured)
TV room lighting 347 Watts 0 W 

Total Running watts required        2310 W

Generator Running Watts 6600 W

RUNNING WATTS POWER BREAKDOWN

The total load on the generator on Sep 11, 2016 meets the generator’s running watts  rating . 
The TV room branch circuit  has 347 Watts of lighting available but these were not in use at the time of this breakdown due  
To midday sunlight. Even if these had been in use the breakdown would meet the generator’s  starting watts rating.



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

TV/stereo/cable box
173 Watts

Kitchen Fridge
442 Watts

Garage Fridge
483 Watts



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

On the Power outage of Oct 30, Oct 31, and Nov 1, 2017 this generator powered a similar load.  The 
grinder pump, the household equipment, and the generator operated without incident.  The output 
voltage was recorded at 260V throughout the 3 days

Photograph of generator
output voltage taken during
the power outage of Oct 30, 31,
and Nov 1, 2017



Why we feel it is unlikely that the grinder 
pump was damaged by the generator

Utility power 
50 V/div vertical
2 ms/div horizontal

Generator power @ 1500W load 
50 V/div vertical
2 ms/div horizontal

The Generator output is smooth and shows no transients 
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2. Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump failed due to other 
causes

In their incident report Weston & Sampson indicated that this failure may have been caused by main power outage 
therefore this possibility must be accepted unless Weston and Sampson provides an explanation why they are revising 
their findings.
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2. Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump failed due to other 
causes

On September 11, 2016 the Markhams turned on their generator only after the water in their grinder 
pump had risen past the high water alarm level and their remote sentry* was in alarm. The subsequent 
failure of the grinder pump on that day is consistent with water intrusion into the control cavity.

*The remote sentry is a battery powered high water level alarm in use at the Markham’s 



Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump 
failed due to other causes

The E/One DH071* control cavity is not reliably watertight as can be seen in this failure of a less than 3 year old pump 
due to water intrusion into the control cavity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwSo9ZCCfOs

* The E/one DH071 is the grinder pump model in use at the Markham’s house.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwSo9ZCCfOs


Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump 
failed due to other causes

The E/one DH071 high water alarm level is 26” from the bottom of the station and when the water level rises above 
this level water can penetrate into the control cavity though either the Top Housing Gasket THG(6043) or the O-ring 
seal (6202) for units which are not watertight. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7Gdb-bmBUw

High water alarm levelHigh water alarm level

Top Housing Gasket THG (6043)

O-ring seals (6202)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7Gdb-bmBUw


Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump 
failed due to other causes

In this example taken from the Grinder
Pump Study Committee Final Report
a grinder pump fails immediately after a
power outage in which the water level 
rises above the alarm level. The pump
was found amping out, which means 
maximum current draw from the motor.
Note carefully that the FRMA technician 
reported that the system was not
watertight. 



Here is another example taken from the 
Grinder Pump Study Committee Final Report
of a pump which was not watertight. 
A blown capacitor has led to a pump in alarm
and amping out @23 Amps

Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump 
failed due to other causes



Why we feel it is likely that the grinder pump 
failed due to other causes

A DH071 grinder pump will not be damaged if one leg of power is lost in a power Interruption. Most 120/240V 
generators are designed with independent trip, reset only, circuit breakers on the 2 power legs  and the  DH071 is 
designed so that if power is lost on one leg the pump will stop operating but  will not be damage. * This fact was 
confirmed through E/one technical support and through FR Mahony technical support. FR Mahony is the authorized 
distributor of E/one grinder pumps in this area.

James Welsh  E/one technical support jwelsh@eone.com
Henry Albro FRMA technical support henryalbro@frmahony.com

A push button, reset only, circuit breaker on the Northstar generator did trip during the  Sep 11, 2016 power outage 
but this breaker tripping is not a mechanism for damage to the DH071 but rather is a symptom of high current draw
from the DH071. 

* See appendix for wiring diagram

mailto:jwelsh@eone.com
mailto:henryalbro@frmahony.com
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3. Why we feel this grinder pump failure should be covered by the 
Chelmsford grinder pump bylaw



Why we feel this grinder pump failure should be 
covered by the Chelmsford grinder pump bylaw

Weston & Sampson listed the homeowner’s generator as a possible cause for this failure under the 
incorrect assumption that the generator was  improperly set for 120V operation. If the Weston and Sampson
technician had inspected the generator, he would have seen that it is impossible to set this 
generator for 120V operation. He was completely unaware that the issue was that one leg of power was
lost due to a popped reset only push button circuit breaker in the generator. If Weston and Sampson had inspected
the generator, he would have realized that this generator was not operating at an incorrect voltage.

Weston & Sampson was free to inspect the generator at the time of the grinder pump failure if they were trying 
to make a determination of a root cause for this failure, but they chose not to do that.  



Why we feel this grinder pump failure should be 
covered by the Chelmsford grinder pump bylaw

From Weston & Sampson Grinder Repair report

Weston & Sampson determined the cause for this failure to be “unclear”. If Weston & Sampson was unable to 
determine the cause of the repair after spending over 3 hours onsite this should be accepted by the town. The 
homeowner should not have to determine the cause of a repair when Weston & Sampson has been unable to do that. 
In this case however the homeowner has shown that the Northstar generator was unlikely to be the cause and that 
other causes were likely. Dave and Jill Markham followed all applicable rules of operation when running their generator 
during the power outage of Sep 11, 2016 and this failure should be covered under the Chelmsford grinder pump by law. 



Town response to Feb 13 appeal meeting:

1. The Town does not contest any of the material 
from the presentation.

2. The Town does not present  any modification to 
it’s assertion that the homeowner had set the 
generator to operate at 120V even though 
evidence has been presented that this is 
impossible.

3. The Town makes no assertions whatsoever on 
the substance of the case.

4. The Town holds the homeowner responsible for 
60% of the repair cost of the grinder pump.

5. The Town reserves the right to charge the 
homeowner 100% of the repair charges  in a 
future “similar” scenario.



Appendix

The wiring diagram for the Northstar generator clearly  shows 2 independent circuit breakers on the 2 hot outputs for the  
L14-30R  4 wire receptacle. 



Appendix

The wiring diagram for the E/one extreme D series 
hardwired grinder pump shows that both the main
and start motor  windings are running at 240V. This is 
one reason why the motor will not run if power is lost 
on one leg (here labeled as L1 and L2) ,but also, it will 
not be damaged


